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Australian Virtual Airlines, established in 2007, is a community 
of aviation enthusiasts gathered together to share their passion 
and experiences in aviation and enjoy the friendly and easy going 
environment that the VA has to offer.  With Australian Virtual 

Airlines, there are no limits to what aircraft you can fly, nor where you can fly it. 

 

 

Australian Oceanic Virtual Airlines is a web 
based virtual airline that uses Microsoft Flight 
Simulator X and P3D where flight simulator  

enthusiasts can enjoy the excitement of being part of an airline.  Australian Oceanic uses real world 
airline routes and the same aircraft that real airlines use. They fly a wide range of airlines, in 
Australia, Asia and all over the world.  Airlines include Qantas, QantasLink, Jetstar, Virgin Australia, 
Thai, Air New Zealand, American Airlines, British Airways. There is also a cargo division using 
Australian Air Express, and TNT Express. They also have a charter division using Australia and New 
Zealand Charter Services.  A wide range of aircraft are flown ranging from the Dash 8 Q-300 up to 
the Airbus A380. 

 

 

Australian Virtual Airline Group is a small friendly and 
very active group of flyers.  From sign up, you will start 
your career as a cadet, flying the regional airlines propjets 
from REX, Qantas Link, Sharp and North Air before working 
your  

way up the ranks through to the domestic jets.  You can work your way up through the ranks at 
your own pace – and have plenty of fun doing it.  The ultimate goal is a senior captain flying the 
mighty Airbus A380s, Boeing’s 747s and 77s around the world.  For the pilots who remember the 
“good old days”, they’ve got the cream of the crop to fly to your heart’s content – Viscounts, 
Friendships, Electras, DC9s and 727s and the magnificent Connie. 

 

Auzzland Air Virtual is focused on creating the most realistic virtual 
airline hosting events, world tours and other events.  Auzzland Air 
Virtual flies to over 50 destinations world wide including 35 in Europe.  
Since the launch in January 2016, Auzzland Air Virtual has become one  

of the fastest growing airlines in the virtual world with an amazing fleet of aircraft.  Its main hubs 
are Sydney, Brisbane and Melbourne with over 25 flights a week from Sydney and Brisbane to 
Melbourne and Hamilton Island, with connections to over 30 destinations world wide.      

 

 

Compass Airlines is an Australian and New Zealand based virtual airline 
seeking to replicate the varied operations of a major airline.  Compass 
covers a wide variety of operations from long haul international flights 
based out of Australia and New Zealand to the Pacific, South East Asia, 
The Middle East, Europe, Africa and the Americas, right down to short  

regional hops.  Compass also has fully developed domestic routes along major trunk routes 
throughout Australia and New Zealand.  Two allied divisions, Compass Express and Compass 
Logistics provide regional and cargo services 

 

http://www.australianvirtualairlines.com.au/
http://australianoceanicvirtualairlines.weebly.com/
http://www.ausvag.net/
http://auzzlandairvirtual.weebly.com/
ttp://www.compass-virtual.net/
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Jetstar Virtual aims to create a virtual airline for those who love 
simulating flight in a highly realistic environment.  Jetstar Virtual  

utilises the VATSIM network for their flight operations, and their custom-made dispatch system gives 
its pilots the experience they come for and deserve.  While a relaxed virtual airline, the management 
and crew share a passion for replicating real world operations. 

 

 

QANTAS Virtual Airways is the oldest QANTAS-based 
virtual airline on the internet, having been in operation 
for over 16 years.  There are over 1100 flight schedules 

to choose from including domestic, international, freight and historic routes.  There are also 
numerous downloadable FS2004 and FSX models to use with liveries in Qantas, Qantas Link, Jetstar 
Membership is welcomed.  A pre-examination is required to be undertaken prior to acceptance of 
membership. 

 

 

QANTAS Virtual Airlines is an online virtual airline 
community for pilots on various flight simulation networks 
in Australia using Microsoft Flight Simulator versions 
FS2002, FS2004 or FSX.  QANTAS Virtual recreates the real-
world operations of QANTAS Airlines.  QANTAS Virtual 
operations run out of their  

main hubs are in Sydney, Brisbane, Perth, Darwin and Melbourne. 

 

RAAF Virtual is a volunteer run group comprised of 
civilian, active duty, and overseas (worldwide) 
participants making a total force of some of the best  

pilots ever to take to the virtual skies.  RAAF Virtual is one of the most active military virtual 
airlines on VATSIM. It flies flight operations in Australia, New Zealand and all over the world. 
This organization mirrors its real-world counterpart, and pays homage to the men and women 
who serve with the Australian Defence Force.  RAAF Virtual undertakes a variety of missions on 
the VATSIM network including Tactical and Strategic Strike, Air Superiority, Airborne Early 
Warning & Control, Maritime Patrol and Surveillance, Reconnaissance, Flight Test and 
Evaluation, Special Operations, Humanitarian airlift and other substantial core and support 
missions. 

 

 

QVirtual creates an environment that offers individuals of all levels 
of expertise the opportunity to learn and enjoy a simulated airline 
experience.  They have 2500+ registered pilots, who consist of  

aviation enthusiasts, prospective future Qantas employees as well as 'real-world' current Qantas 
employees. They all share a common passion for the Qantas brand and an interest for flight 
simulation.  QVirtual strives to replicate the real-world operations of Qantas Airways' aircraft fleet, 
routes and schedules, company policies, standard operating procedures, and real-world airline 
codeshares of Qantas.  They take pride in creating an experience that realistically represents the 
real-world Qantas and the vital role a pilot undertakes in an airline. 

 

http://jetstarvirtual.net/
http://www.qva-airways.org/
http://www.qantasva.com/
http://www.raafvirtual.org/
https://qvirtual.com.au/
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American Flight Airways is the oldest virtual airline still in operation 
today. Founded in 1996 it operates worldwide with 6 state-of-the-art 
hubs in the USA located in Detroit, Atlanta, Dallas, San Francisco, 
Phoenix and Washington DC. The southern hemisphere is served by a  

hub in Sydney with focus cities in Adelaide, Brisbane, Melbourne, Perth and Auckland (New 
Zealand). 
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Trans Australia Aviation Group (TAAG) was formed in 
2010 to replicate real world airlines so pilots could fly 
routes and accumulate hours all in home base, flying  

varying airframes in many different liveries and countries.  TAGG is affiliated with the VATSIM 
network.  TAAG has developed solely because of the great interest and dedicated members within 
the virtual airline.  TAAG is always looking at expanding and they listen to each and every one of 
their members. 

 

 

Virgin Virtual Airlines is an online based virtual 
airline community of pilots on the SimMiles 
Network.  All of their flights are flown on this 

Network.  In order to join this VA you must have a copy of Microsoft Flight Simulator (FS).  This 
can be FS2002, FS2004 or the latest version, FSX.  Virgin Virtual Airlines is one of the many 
leading virtual airlines in this region of the world and you are invited to join. 

 

 

BAVirtual is a virtual airline that accurately mimics the operations of 
British Airways.  It has a membership of 1250 virtual pilots. They include 
aspiring teenagers, active and retired airline captains and flight 
simulation enthusiasts alike. It is a voluntary not-for-profit organisation  

that fulfils a ole to provide a structured, hands-on educational environment for aspiring pilots. 
Through a partnership with the global Virtual Air Traffic Simulation Network (VATSIM), BAVirtual 
provides an environment where individuals can learn about the principles of flying for an airline to 
a fairly advanced level, using commercially available software to create a simulated virtual airspace 
that is identical in navigation terms to the real world. It is a very active community where people 
can discuss aviation related matters, enjoy flight simulation and just generally have fun. 

 

 

Red Airlines Australia is a virtual airline unlike many other 
VAs.  A virtual airline gives you the opportunity to fly 
routes, and keep a record of your flight as well as grading 
your landing and flight performance.  But at Red they do  

more than just keep records; they will help you with flying and performance, we will give you 
free fleet paint jobs as well as a few free aircraft.  Red has Teamspeak 3 so you can talk to them 
directly to save time and get the most out of your flight simulator. 

 

http://flyafava.com/
http://www.transaustraliaag.com/
http://vozva.simmiles.com/
https://www.bavirtual.co.uk/
http://www.redairlines.org/
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Boston Virtual ARTCC (BVA) is a free, immersive, and realistic air 
traffic control community for pilots and aviation enthusiasts. They 
provide air traffic control (ATC) within the Boston ARTCC on 
VATSIM. In addition, they have an active community of pilots who  

work with the controllers to create one of the most realistic air traffic control environments 
available online. BVA provides everything a pilot needs to get connected and start flying. 
Alongside a library of online learning material, they operate a one-of-a-kind Pilot Ratings 
Program designed to teach flying within the ATC system. Most importantly, BVA is a truly 
communal environment of pilots and controllers where everyone is willing to learn and happy 
to help. 

 

 

Delta Virtual Airlines is a group of flight simulation enthusiasts 
who fly Delta Airlines and its alliance partners’ routes using 
Microsoft Flight Simulator 2004, Flight Simulator X (including Steam 
Edition). They offer partial support at this time for Prepar3D  

v1-3, and  X-Plane 10. Currently they are working on implementing more features of these 
programs into their aircraft programs. They have an VFR Advanced Online Pilot course who enables 
qualification for the VATSIM P1, P2 and P3 ratings. Their goals are to offer a safe location for like-
minded aviation enthusiasts to gather, learn, share and access information to enhance their 
enjoyment of flight simming while maintain everything as a free service. Services include learning 
real-world piloting skills through their flight academy, providing online events on VATSIM for online 
pilots. They keep a staged advancement program structure so less experienced pilots can enter 
using less complicated aircraft and work their way up as they gain experience towards VATSIM 
ratings. 

 

 

Globe Cargo Virtual Airlines was founded in May 2004. From 
the start it has focussed on realism, automation, and quality 
rather than quantity with regard to its pilot roster. That focus  

continues today. Their roster continues to grow while maintaining active members. New positions 
have been added to management to help the airline grow as new features are added and new 
projects are implemented. The features of this VA include a realistic flight bidding system, realistic 
routes containing the real-world Polar Air Cargo schedule, a unique charter flight system operated by 
Atlas Air. It has an emerging training department which will produce excellent training on real world 
procedures. They use an extensive range of addon extension packs such as Ready for Pushback 747-
200, PMDG 747-400F aircraft, Captain Sim and Level-D 767. 

 

 

Pacific Airways is an international virtual airline which has 
been in operation since 1997.  Headquartered in Seattle, WA, 
USA, they offer over 750 flights a day from seven hubs  

including Seattle, Los Angeles, Denver, Chicago, Miami, New York and internationally from 
London, England.  The airline also operates a cargo division from Los Angeles, New York and 
London. Pacific Airways facilitates easy connections throughout smaller markets in its route 
system with Pacific Blue, its connection carrier; operating regionally to smaller airports in the US 
and Europe. Pacific offers some of the most modern aircraft available and carries one of the 
largest and most diverse fleets in the virtual aviation community. Experienced staff, excellent 
pilots, comprehensive training and support, and a strong VATSIM presence will make you feel a 
part instantly. 

 

https://new.bvartcc.com/
https://www.deltava.org/
https://www.globecargova.org/
https://www.pacificairways.net/
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Established in 2005, RallyeAir has made available a friendly 
and realistic virtual airline environment. They are able to 
satisfy all kinds of needs to its members. Whether you like to 
fly a jumbo half way around the world, make short hops, fly  

regular flights with a scheduled timetable, or create your own charter flights, they are certain 
they will have something for you. With over 1,200 scheduled daily flights, countless amount of 
charter flights and next-generation aircraft, the3ir members never get bored. They offer full 
training facilities with a multitude of features in order to train pilots and prepare them for online 
simulation. 

 

 

Virtual United Airlines is a highly regarded United 
States based virtual airline which provides the flight 
simulation community with some of the most 
advanced simulation technology. 

 

 

Whether you are new to virtual airlines or a virtual airline 
veteran, Phoenix Virtual Airways probably has something for 
you. Phoenix Virtual brings forth experienced virtual airline  

managers and a core group of pilots who seek a rewarding, fun experience as part of a community 
of flight simulation enthusiasts. Phoenix Virtual Airways has features that make it unique among 
VAs. They have realistic modelling of the operations of more than 700 real world airlines, both 
passenger and cargo, regional and international, with schedules accurate as of the date the airline 
was added to the system. They employ ACARS which automatically records flight data for 
submitting pilot reports (PIREPs). A rank structure allows you to fly larger aircraft as you progress 
to the higher ranks, plus periodic events that allow flying any of the more than 2,800 aircraft in the 
fleet. In addition, they have an extensive list of missions that allow you to fly a number of flights in 
a specific order to gain bonus awards and ribbons for you profile, and, monthly contests like 
screenshot and landing competitions. 

 

 

Platinum Airways offers virtual pilots an environment that is rich in 
content and low on rules. They have numerous civilian aircraft in their 
own livery for FS9 and FSX. They welcome pilots who use other 
simulator platforms such as X-Plane, PrePar3D and FSX-SE) With 
Platinum Airways, pilots are completely free within operational  

confines to compose their own Open Skies flights between two airports of their choice and/or can 
operate out of five hubs – Newark (KEWR)Dallas/Fort Worth (KDFW) in the US, Vancouver (CYVR) in 
Canada, Perth (YPPH), Australia and Brussels (EBBR) in Europe. They don’t require you to join a 
roster. New members are expected to complete their first mission within two weeks of joining. 
Thereafter, members are expected to complete one mission per month. Accumulated proven hours 
from other VAs are fully honoured and added to your records after your first PIREP has been 
processed 

 

http://www.rallyeairasiapacificgroup.com/index.php/
https://virtualua.org/
http://www.phoenixva.org/
https://www.platinumairways.org/
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If you know of other active virtual airlines, please let me know at  

info@flightsimaus.com.au 

 

 

 

 

WestWind Virtual Airlines was founded in 1996 and has been in continuous 
operation ever since. They have a unique environment that welcomes flight 
simulation enthusiasts at all levels of proficiency from new to experienced 
virtual pilots. They enable the flexibility to allow pilots to make their 
experiences as real as they want. Online flying is available through both 
VATSIM and IVAO, passenger routes, cargo routes and charter excursions. 
Pilots are permitted to fly where and when they wish with minimal  

commitment, requiring just one hour per month to maintain an active status. It has TeamSpeak and 
an integrated dispatch system via the main website. Westwind is a VATSIM ATO for P1 and P2 
ratings. 

  

 

Virtual Airlines Management  (VAM) is a free open source web 
system designed for the management of virtual airlines. VAM 
supports ACARS and flight trackers. It provides a responsive web 
design with a complete administration panel to allow you to  

manage your virtual airline like a real one. You can configure your VA behaviour via a complete 
parametisation system. There is no need to modify the source code or have programming skills. It is 
quick and easy to install and is 100% ready for multi-language. VAM is a live project; new features 
and enhancements are under continuous development. VAM is native integrated with SIM ACARS, 
the most complete free tracker for FS2004, FSX, P3D and X-Plane. 

 

mailto:info@flightsimaus.com.au
http://www.flywestwind.com/
https://virtualairlinesmanager.net/

